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Foundational Economy Research1
1. Introduction

T

he hopes and achievements of progressives are about the essential services and the
income which together sustain liveability and sustainability for all our citizens. In
Europe all this has traditionally been tied up with the assumption that delivery of this
essential infrastructure depends on a social democratic party (and labour movement) which
can capture the central state or at least act as a credible alternative party of government
which will co- define what is thinkable and doable in government.
All this is now challenged by internal divisions. In many European countries traditional social
democratic parties are challenged by insurgent leftists and green alternatives; while social
democratic parties seeking to capture the central state have been joined by separatists
wishing to dismantle the central state. And all this splintering goes hand in hand with the
unwillingness of voters to endorse any of the contenders as a party of (central) government.
In France and Italy, socialists have been reduced to marginality by new political forces and
there is no prospect of a French socialist president. In Germany, coalitions are the order of
the day and the social democrats regularly trail the Greens in the polls. In the UK, a first past
the post electoral system props up a two-party system where in Westminster elections the
Labour Party has lost four elections in a row since 2010, currently holds 198 seats and needs
to win an additional 128 seats for a Parliamentary majority.
Hence the relevance of the question: what if social democracy cannot capture the central
state? In the UK, the answer is complicated by the growth of separatism in the Celtic nations
and the premonition that the union of four nations will not hold. Meanwhile, the Scottish and
Welsh nationalist parties manifestly have as much claim to a social democratic identity as the
Westminster based Labour Party.
In this paper we answer the “what if” question for the UK from the distinctive point of view
of the Foundational Economy Collective. Our starting point was a rejection of the idea of a
singular economy, the proposal of a zonal concept of multiple economies and an insistence
on the importance of the various reliance systems in the foundational zone which deliver daily
essentials. We overlap with the social democratic tradition insofar as we argue for prioritising
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the goods and services which are foundational basics; and emphasise liveability and
sustainability through policies which make a meaningful difference to citizen lives2.
Our work on what the economy could and should deliver for citizens is focused on households,
especially income sharing multi-person households. We use the neutral term household
instead of family because the latter comes with so much baggage. The household economy
has a dual aspect because it combines a household demand and firm supply side, which are
of course interconnected through goods and services provision and wages from employment.
Our research overlaps with the academic critiques of financialised and rentier capitalism by
authors like Piketty3 and Christophers4. For example, we criticise private equity and its debtbased business models which seek double-digit return on capital in foundational activities like
adult social care5. But we would hope to do more than end our critique with a utopian rallying
cry or a dying fall when it comes to what is to be done.
Our orientation overlaps with the aims of social covenanters who wish to strengthen family,
community and nation in a less transactional and more relational society6. Our questions are
then about what does this mean and how might this be done in the UK in 2021? Currently,
austerity weakened government is neither benign nor competent and private corporations
are subject to financial market governance of their business models.
Our practice is mainly in Wales where, under pressure from civil society and the nationalist
Plaid Cymru party, a Welsh Labour government has belatedly responded by partly pivoting
away from competitivity, growth and jobs so that the foundational economy is the Welsh
Government’s first priority in its post-covid economic recovery plan. But the FE Collective has
members across Europe, is not party aligned and has members in a variety of established and
insurgent red and green parties.
For all these disparate elements we have a twofold message. First, co-ordinated local and
regional initiatives are crucially important for social democratic parties which cannot at the
next one or two elections win electoral majorities and capture the central state. Second, and
equally important, local initiatives can provide the performative and deliberative basis which
is the solid preliminary to central success.
If social democratic parties are to campaign successfully and govern seriously, they must
address the specifics of the household economy and the (re)organisation of the already
existing every day. And, for the foreseeable future they must do this by a foundational politics
which delivers instalments of a better future through initiative and experiment at local and
2
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regional level; working on the assumption that social democratic parties cannot immediately
capture the central state even though that remains a central long-term objective.
And that central state objective can be secured on the basis of local and regional initiative.
The weakness of social democratic narratives for central state electors is that they are
promises made to an electorate which does not trust politicians to deliver. Electoral offers
based on values and developed through coherent arguments and persuasive language will
not cut through this cynicism. So foundational politics aims to be grounded differently on the
performative and deliberative basis of what has been achieved through local and regional
initiative.
This paper deals with complicated, interconnected issues about the paradigms of thought and
action about how to transform the already existing. So we have divided the argument into
short, headlined sections with points made in two or three sentence paragraphs. This makes
it easier for the reader to follow the argument and to decide where she agrees or disagrees
about the opportunity to do more and better. The UK provides the point of reference
throughout our argument which is with modification relevant to other national cases.
The next seven sections of this paper explain the foundational approach to the specifics of
household economy and how it differs from the productive economy approach which has
dominated centre-left (and centre-right) politics in the UK and elsewhere since the late 1940s.
This is important as the frame through which we understand the possibility and necessity of
local initiative in a foundational politics which breaks down the established distinction
between economic and social policy.
The last three sections discuss how this relates to the Westminster Based UK Labour Party
where, under new leadership, senior figures have been searching for a narrative based on
shared values or national identity. Against this we argue that an electorally credible narrative
has to be based on the deliberative and performative basis of successful local initiative. So
that the social democratic offer becomes “trust us to do more of what we have already done
to deliver a future that works for you”.

2. The productive economy: not delivering (and widely misunderstood)
In historical perspective, events have increasingly discredited the national income accounting
based productive economy problematic that has been taken for granted in economic policy
since the 1940s. This economy is not, in its own terms, delivering on its promises of output
growth, productivity increase and jobs. And the problems of non-delivery are compounded
by the way in which the expert discourse of economics is challenged by a different popular
understanding of the economy as a pot of money.
“Vote for us and we will fix the productive economy for you.” Both centre right and centre left
UK parties have endorsed successive variants of a long-term economic strategy of fixing a
productive economy of firms. The key metrics of success are then higher per capita output of
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) or Gross Value Added (GVA). It is argued this will benefit
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workers through higher wages and implied that this will generate a surplus of tax revenue
which will pay for unproductive social programmes (though neither effect is automatic nor
guaranteed).
This problematic connects the Anglo-American Council on Productivity in 1948 with Andy
Haldane’s “hub and no spokes” speech in 20187; and in a very blurred way, it is echoed in the
Tory promise of “levelling up”. The unchanging objectives have been pursued through a
multiplicity of changing policy instruments applied to management of GDP, industrial and
regional policy.
1. Management of GDP/employment levels: from the fiscal 1950s through the
monetarist 1980s to Sunak’s covid-19 furlough scheme to avoid mass unemployment.
2. Industrial policy: from the dirigiste 1940s, through experiment with indicative
planning in the 1960s, to distress nationalisation in the 1970s. Then, after a long
pause, Mandelson, and May after 2008, rediscover industrial policy in the form of
support for early-stage innovation by corporates; with, finally, Mazzucato and
Cummings upping the ante with talk of missions and long shots.
3. Regional policy: from relocation of industry which dominated from the 1940s to 1960s
before closing the gap through transport infrastructure and upskilling came to
dominate in the 1980s.
The rational core in all of this was macro-economic management of the level of activity to
avoid mass unemployment. Much of the rest was simply ineffectual insofar as the productive
economy of growth rates and productivity increases were never fixed. By its own preferred
measures, the UK productive economy has increasingly delivered less than it promises.
After 1979 the UK had deceleration of per annum growth and increasing trade deficit covered
unsustainably by publicly funded job creation; so that under New Labour state and para state
sectors accounted for nearly 40% of the jobs growth between 1998 and 20078. The recovery
from the 2008 financial crisis was good for asset holders in the UK as elsewhere but for the
rest of the citizenry brought only more private sector, low wage, insecure service jobs which
unsurprisingly were associated with the stalling of productivity growth.
After 70 years of the old productive economy problematic, what the UK ended up with in the
2010s was a consumption-based macro economy whose boom and bust was fed by equity
leakage from remortgage against rising house prices. In the aftermath of covid-19, policy
makers will have to manage this economy based on private debt with an added burden of
public debt.
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Policy making reach exceeds grasp because achieving GDP/ GVA growth is difficult, and the
results are problematic because growth does not deliver diffused prosperity and “inclusive
growth” is a forlorn hope in a consumption-based economy like the UK where the minority
with incomes to spend are served by low wage workers. This is Victorian and Edwardian
Britain reinvented without the inconvenience of live-in domestic servants: Deliveroo and
Ocado instead of a temperamental cook.
Matters are further complicated if we consider the reception of the productive economy
message by ordinary citizens. More than half the citizenry does not understand the technical
discourses: in a recent YouGov poll only 39% of respondents could choose the correct
definition of GDP9 from a short list. More worryingly, many citizens operate with a quite
different understanding of the economic relations.
Popular understandings about the economy and its internal relations are completely at odds
with the fundamentals taught in academic economics courses. As ethnographers like Killick
and Mosse10 have demonstrated the dominant popular understanding of the economy is as
“a pot of money”; which is the exact opposite of modern monetary theory or indeed 1950s
counter cyclical Keynesianism.
When politicians invoke “affordability” (as Tory politicians did in 2021 on NHS pay rises) they
play to and encourage these pot of money misconceptions which are the frame through which
many economic messages are received.

3. Household economy rediscovered/reinvented?
Unsurprisingly, there is now an observable disconnect between economic policy and citizen
priorities. For example, much regional policy continues to obsess about improving transport
infrastructure to extend labour markets without recognising the importance of social
infrastructure. In our study of the Welsh district town of Morriston11, citizens were concerned
with neglected infrastructure in the form of a disinvested park, declining high street and
closed youth clubs.
From our point of view, there is an opportunity here to connect public policy and citizen
priorities by recovering and reinventing an earlier way of thinking about household economy.
This was mainstream before a break in the late 1940s, after which national income accounting
came to monopolise ways of thinking about the singular economy and labelled everything
else as redistributive social policy.
Here, for example, in 1941 (just before the break) is Archbishop Temple12 in his war time
Penguin best seller explaining the household economy objectives of public policy: ‘Every child
9
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should find itself a member of a family housed with decency and dignity, every child should be
entitled to education for “full development”, every citizen should have an income to maintain
a (decent) home’.
In taking these positions, Temple built on the analysis of successive place-based household
surveys after York in 1899 which had highlighted the primary poverty which the Beveridge
Report of 1941 aimed to abolish; and he also built on the prefigurative local policy
achievements of Llanelli and Tredegar in developing whole population comprehensive health
insurance in the 1930s.
From the 1950s onwards, the unity of economic and social policy had been sundered in expert
discourse where the aim of positivistic economic policy was to generate the income surplus
from jobs which could be taxed for normative social purposes and redistribution. But the
moral economy idea of the household has lived on in popular understanding as we see from
the response to Marcus Rashford’s petition to end child food poverty which attracted more
than 1 million signatures.
The reanimation of older, abandoned ways of thinking is both liberating and dangerous
because of course it is not possible to step into the same river twice. Our question is not about
resumption but the reinvention of a household economy problematic for a world whose
everyday organisation in 2021 is very different from 1941 so that we must separately consider
the household side, the firm side, planetary limits and the tax revenue base.
But first we need to justify the need for political economy analysis of specificities because the
mosaic complexities of household economy in the UK or other high-income countries cannot
now be adequately understood through binary oppositions like dual economy or labels like
rentier capitalism.

4. An economy of mosaic complexities and places without unitary identity
Distinctions and labels are an attractive way of simplifying complexities. Thus, electorally
England can be constructed as a country divided by age between young and old; regionally,
Britain can be divided by per capita GVA into a dual economy of North and South;
economically, it can be argued that property ownership separates haves and have nots so
that the UK has a financialised rentier economy based on property rights.
All these distinctions. capture something important and also mislead. There has been a
mutation of the UK corporate sector under pressure for shareholder value and the rise of fund
investment with the financial sector targeting extractive returns. Or, if we look more narrowly
at households, pension rights and house property are important; indeed, property capital
gains appear to be the major driver of Piketty’s r> g effects in the 2010s. But property is not
the basis for a single binary division because, as we argue in the paragraphs below,
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households have so many and varied relations to house property according to tenure and
region13.
The minority of British households who own appreciating house property in London, the
South East and desirable suburbs of major cities have benefited greatly. Between 2008 and
2018 rising property prices generated an unearned and untaxed capital gain of £20,000 a year
for the average London property owner. But homeowners in much of the deindustrialised
north and west made no gains and in London private renters lost out as market rents
ratcheted up with house prices.
All this is indirectly important mainly because it undermines the idea that places have unitary
identity, so we can distinguish between “successful” and “failed” places. This is routinely done
on the basis of production averages using the economic output metric of GVA per capita. A
more discriminating analysis of successful or failed places discloses a mosaic of residual
incomes and groups of households moving on different trajectories.
In London private renters account for 25% of households and a similar percentage are outright
owners in Wales. The median London private renting household starts with a gross household
income nearly twice as high as the Welsh outright owner (£53k vs £32k) But, after housing,
transport and utilities, the London private renting household has a per person residual income
and discretionary spend which is about 60% of the Welsh outright owning household (which
nevertheless cannot easily afford housing decarb).
The message is that our regions, cities and towns are complex, divided totalities. Thus, the
“community” word should not be used loosely without empirical specification of context and
limits. More important we need analysis of specifics on the household and firm side because
we do not start by knowing which institutions and practices matter (as with regional banks
and local vocational education in some covenant arguments). Instead, we start from inquiry
into the specifics of how the everyday is organised and has been reorganised around changing
household forms.

5. The organisation of the everyday (a) households and the demand side
We have 20 million multi-person households in the UK and almost all of these share income
and expenditure to some degree. The important thing is to understand how their live/
work/spend relations have been re-configured in a way which creates new everyday points
of pressure and new possibilities of policy intervention on services and income.
Beginning with 1950s social changes and gathering pace with deindustrialisation in the 1980s,
the organisation of the everyday has changed dramatically through four important shifts
which define the changed circumstances of the 2020s.
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Shift from the (mainly) male breadwinner to a 2-income household with income
sharing which buffers low wages within households that are time poor and often
require paid childcare. In 1951 a quarter of married women worked and by 2019 both
partners worked in three-quarters of two person households with children14



Shift from large-scale single site factory employment to small-scale, dispersed nonunionised, private employment. In manufacturing, the low wage and migrant
dependent food and drink sector alone employs almost as many as the 450,000 in
aerospace, auto, chemicals and pharma put together15; across all of manufacturing we
have fewer than 2,000 factories employing more than 200 workers and three quarters
of manufacturing establishments employ fewer than 1016.



(Outside London) shift from centred towns to urban polycentrism and the resulting
“30 minutes’ drive to” society. This results from few planning controls on edge of town
mono-functional retail parks and owner-occupier housing; and from automobility
when we have 70% car ownership on social housing estates and nearly 70% two car
ownership on off roundabout private developments. In extreme cases we have towns
like Bridgend in the Vale of Glamorgan with 45,000 population and a town centre
which is collateral damage of the M4 when edge of town has five times the non-food
retail turnover of the town centre17.



Shift to an ageing population, temporarily economically buffered in the North and
West by occupational pensions from closed workplaces. Improvements in life
expectancy are slowing down but the ONS projects that by 2050, 25% of the
population will be over 65 and nearly 7 million will be over 80.

These shifts require a complete rethinking of policy from beginning to end. Here are four
examples of how the shifts have changed things:


In income sharing multi-person households, the variation of residual household
income according to tenure is much more relevant than GVA per capita; and raises the
possibility that containing housing costs as a share of income could be a more relevant
and achievable regional policy object than higher per capita GVA through fixing the
productive economy.



Childcare is a substantial expense for the two-income household with children and the
UK has some of the most expensive childcare in the OECD. A couple with two children

14

ONS (2019) Families and the Labour Market
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15
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in childcare and one median earner loses half that earner’s income in paying for
childcare.18


Maintenance of post retail town centres is hindered by allowing continued edge of
town and out of town housing and warehouse development as in the Greater
Manchester Spatial Framework19. And frustrated by the absence of any business
model for renewed town centres which would combine quality residential housing
with social infrastructure. In Southern English town centres, the result will be
uncontrolled conversion of retail into rabbit hutch flats; thus, aggravating the existing
problem about uncontrolled conversion of office blocks. In most of North and West
Britain expect town centre decay because the cost of purchase and refurb or
rebuilding is less than the market value of any new build.



The increasing bill for adult care requires an immediate extension of risk pooling social
insurance to fund the service. In the long term by 2050 existing systems for adult care
for an increasing number of the over 80s are probably unsustainably expensive; and
we require prefigurative experiment in service delivery and networked learning from
experiment as are being developed in Wales.

6. The organisation of the everyday (b) firms and the supply side
Firms are an important part of the everyday economy because they provide employment
which is the major source of household income and deliver goods and services to households.
The firms that do this in the everyday economy are diverse and, from a policy point of view,
it is useful to here to draw the distinction between:


the overlooked economy of culturally important services like hairdressing or
takeaways and



the foundational economy providing socially essential goods and services which divide
into (a) providential (health, education and care) and (b) material (pipe and cable
utilities, food distribution and retail banking) al delivered by differently organised
reliance systems.

These distinctions are important because various services require different policy
interventions engaging the specifics of particular systems. This crucial point about the
heterogeneity of the overlooked and foundational economies is overlooked by many who use
the term “everyday economy” for the whole without discriminating its variably organised
parts.
The disorganised overlooked economy of small outlets (takeaways, restaurants, hotels and
gyms) is not easily amenable to policy except through reorganisation of the labour market.
18
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British fitness instructors earn 50% of median UK pay; the French insist on qualifications and
regulate entry so that French fitness instructors earn 80% of the French median20. Successive
Westminster governments have so far shown limited appetite for this kind of reorganisation.
Within the foundational economy, providential services are tax funded but very differently
organised into separate systems. The state delivers health care but outsources social care
mainly to various kinds of for-profit providers while education or social housing increasingly
relies on not-for-profit institutions serving households.
In providential provision, top-down reorganisations of health or vocational education in
England have produced a cycle of hyper innovation and permanent restructuring, not better
services; and at the same time dodged the requirement for adequate service funding. Covid19 has revealed a hospital system organised on a low stocks/ high flow basis with no margin
of safety and a public laboratory system without surge capacity21. Acute and public health
require an extra 1% or more of GDP every year to bring health spending and per capita
provision up to the North European norm.
The systems in the material foundational economy (pipe and cable utilities, food distribution,
retail banking and the payment system) are mainly in the hands of fund investors or public
companies which operate under financial market governance and the practical question is
about how that can be modified. If control through large scale nationalisation is ruled out, the
alternative is “something for something” social licensing. In return for the privilege of limited
liability, national or regional government should oblige corporations in each sector to deliver
some specific and relevant form of social value (such as payment of minimum wages or
extension of service networks).22
Despite Foundational Economy Research’s attempts to float social licensing, this has attracted
little enthusiasm. The Labour left favours programmatic nationalisation and, until very
recently, the rest of the British political class in all parties has been stuck with the post-1979
idea that business should be managed by financial incentives not operationally constrained.
Regulation is like much else disconnected from specifics and subordinated to mainstream
economics. Thus, UK regulation to protect consumers is dominated by a generic practice of
competition policy which is focused on consumer prices and market share (which are both
increasingly irrelevant in an age of digital platform monopolies which are not addressed by
policy).

7. The organisation of the everyday (c) renewal within planetary limits
The 2021 problem of the reorganisation of the everyday has now to be solved within
planetary limits which we presently transgress. On the Stockholm footprint calculation, if the
20
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whole world lived at the European level of production and consumption, we would need 2.5
planets. Foundational provision is a major part of this problem when food, transport and
housing account for half our carbon footprint; and equally part of the solution because
personal services like health and care are carbon light.
But the continued evasion of hard choices is economically encouraged by facile techno
optimism about the potential of new technologies, like hydrogen-based steel making or
synthetic aviation gas, at scale and low cost. And evasion is politically reinforced in the UK by
central government buck passing on key issues like urban air quality. The context is political
class fears of backlash from corporate polluter pays policies or citizen lifestyle restrictions like
those which provoked the Gilets Jaunes protests in France.
All these difficulties can be covered up by rhetoric about a “Green New Deal” which evokes
Roosevelt and Keynes and the spirit of progressively managed capitalism. Housing retrofit
means job creation but many of those jobs will be filled by retraining tradespersons in
electrical, plumbing etc. In other activities, the major upcoming issue is likely to be the loss of
retail jobs to the internet because retail is the largest private sector employer. Pre-covid retail
employed nearly 3 million in the UK and more internet distribution will not absorb many of
those displaced. Retail retreat will be to the 2020s what factory closure was to the 1980s and
1990s.
More ominously, we have austerity weakened, post administrative central and local states in
a multi-level system which currently lacks the capability to organise complex tasks like upland
reforestation or housing retrofit. The point is illustrated by the English Forestry Commission’s
planting on peat bogs to meet targets. And getting the right tree in the right place is only the
first challenge if the aim is productive forest producing construction timber which will replace
imported timber and displace steel and cement23.
On housing retrofit the problem is that this is (unlike inside bathrooms for terrace houses in
the 1960s) something that requires expertise and organisation and cannot be left to individual
householders’ decisions, incentivised by state grants. Failures arising from recent schemes
(for grant funded rock wool insulation of cavity walls or the now scrapped Green Homes
scheme) underscore the point that we cannot assume a benign and competent administrative
machine.
The Greensill scandal and the problem of cronyism and corruption at the highest level of the
UK central state is symptomatic of this loss of capability. Behind the rhetoric about civil service
reform and efficiency, the central political and administrative machine as a way of doing
things in the public interest is increasingly also a way of enriching well placed individuals with
private needs and a sense of entitlement.

23
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8. The wicked problem of tax (and its political ramifications)
Behind the complexities of managing the household economy for liveability within planetary
limits is the wicked problem of tax. A substantial part of the infrastructure which sustains safe
and civilised household living depends on tax revenues. From health services to railways, tax
revenue is essential because market income steams will not ensure universal access or sustain
the level of services required.
The extension of social provision after 1945 was floated on the back of new taxes (PAYE
income tax and extended social insurance on well-paid male bread winners) which increased
the state’s share of GDP by some 10% after 1945. This allowed the building of social housing
and the delivery of universal basic services on a scale which could not have been financed
from the local rates; it also incidentally established the Treasury as central paymaster and
local authorities as Barnett formula dependents.
The UK state has now reached the limits of what it can afford from the existing tax system.
Basic services like health and care have been underfunded for years. Their claims on tax
revenue now compete with the costs of wage subvention because the pain of low wages has
been increasingly softened by a variety of income support systems. The Speenhamland wage
subvention for agricultural labourers in the Napoleonic Wars has its post-industrial analogue
in income support since the 1980s for increasing numbers of low wage private service jobs.
The big-ticket items in social security were traditionally old age pensions and unemployment
benefit which in 2016-17 (in a very good year with low levels of unemployment) cost £92
billion and £2 billion respectively. But in the same year “other benefits” came to £119 billion
with housing benefit for more than 4 million households alone accounting for some £21
billion. We already have the rudiments of universal basic income (UBI) but it is only for some
and partly applied to increasing inequality of wealth by paying off the private landlord’s buy
to let mortgage.
The 2019 Westminster Labour manifesto promised that many good things were affordable if
UK government tightened up on tax avoidance and got those high earners with incomes over
£80k “to pay a bit more”. However, the combination of long-term under funding of essential
services plus costly income support for low wage earners makes it much more difficult to take
this Scandinavian high road of moderately raising direct taxes on income and clamping down
on profits tax avoidance to fund higher universal services or benefits.
Realistically, even before we factor in a post Covid public debt burden, it is necessary to raise
taxes on middle income earners and to broaden the tax base to include house property and
ensure that returns from wealth are taxed properly. At which the point the wicked problem
complications intrude because any tax reform will offend losers who will be vocal; while
political attempts to defend tax reforms as fair policy are greatly complicated by popular
confusion about technical relations.
This point can be illustrated by considering the relation between average and marginal tax
rates. Popular understanding focuses on average rates of direct tax and so few citizens
Foundational Economy
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understood that Mrs Thatcher covered cuts in income tax for high earners with regressive
consumption taxes. On direct tax, progressive income tax with low-income groups paying
nothing or the withdrawal of earnings-related benefits as incomes rise are two principles
which sound fair to focus groups.
But paradoxically, these popular principles of fairness have produced punitively high marginal
rates of taxation for middle income groups under the British welfare system; and continue to
do so under Universal Credit. For a private renting household claiming housing benefit, the
marginal rate from income tax, National Insurance and benefits withdrawal is 75% or higher
for a single earner household between £20k and £40k.

9. Westminster Labour’s search for a narrative (based on values or identity)
At this point in the argument, we turn from explaining the foundational approach to the
household economy, to considering how it relates to the social democratic search for
electoral success. The previous sections explaining the foundational approach are not an
indulgence because they establish the point that the paradigm shift from productive to
household economy reveals complex inter-related problems that have to be simultaneously
addressed by policy if transformation is to be envisaged.
After losing successive general elections, the Westminster Labour Party is understandably
concerned to reconnect with the electorate and present voters with a convincing narrative.
We could all agree that electoral politics is a narrative, presentational game. But the key
question is then: what is the political narrative to be built on?
The Westminster Labour Party has not thought it necessary to make the kind of household
economy analysis we have presented; instead, the centre right of the Labour Party (installed
by the defeat of the left in the 2019 general election) suggest that the electoral narrative
should be built on the basis of everyday values and national identifications. But, as this section
will argue, narrative appeals to values or identity are unlikely to provide the basis for a
successful Labour electoral come back.
Labour rediscovered the everyday through the work of Rachel Reeves.24 Marc Stears25 has
subsequently argued that ordinary people have the insight, values and determination to build
a better society. This orientation was operationalised in Claire Ainsley’s26 book about how
politics should start from where the public is at. Her research uncovers values of family,
fairness, decency and hard work which (for Ainslie) have corollary policy objectives such as
maintaining family incomes.
The problem is that these values (which few disagree with) are not exclusively the property
of Labour when all parties conduct polls and focus group. These citizen values can then morph
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into political tropes rhetorically invoked in a confusing way by all parties in policy debates.
After all, standing up for hard working families is not a political differentiator.
At the same time, and in parallel, Labour has engaged with David Edgerton’s history of the
national economy27 and Rachel Reeves has canvassed a British national story as a basis for
mobilising electoral alliances28. But we live in a divided UK of multiple and overlapping
identities where a British story is alienating for many in the Celtic nations and puzzling for
some in English regions like the North East. At the same time, identity stories are easily
misheard insofar as electorates see the Union Jack and do not clearly distinguish between the
different nationalisms of Farage or Starmer.
Turning up the British national rhetoric around the offer is likely to produce losses as well as
gains. Practically, if Labour cannot reclaim the 40 Westminster seats it has lost to the Scottish
Nationalists, Labour cannot now afford to lose any of its 22 Welsh Westminster MPs when
the Tories had 47% of the English vote in the 2019 general election. As Henderson and Wyn
Jones note, Englishness is associated with devo anxiety about the place of England in the UK
and Britishness means something different in England than in Scotland or Wales. They
conclude “it is far from obvious how Britishness can act as a multinational unifying force
embracing everyone in the state or how it might be repurposed to undergird an inclusive
multi-ethnic society”.29
The narcissism of small differences plagues all left of centre politics. So, it is worth
emphasising one key point. We are here criticising Westminster Labour proposals for
narrative electoral strategies based on shared family values or national identity. But, as the
next section makes clear, we are not doing so from the narcissistic position that an alternative
narrative based on a foundational offer will succeed electorally where other narratives fail. In
this respect, our criticism of Westminster Labour highlights a general problem about narrative
promises unsupported by previous delivery.

10. A foundational offer (and its uncertain electoral appeal)
If we join the dots on the foundational approach to the household economy, every social
democratic party which embraces the new paradigm could and should at central state level
reposition around an offer of everyday household liveability which requires specific services
and income so that citizens can live what Sen called “lives they have reason to value”.

On services, the priority would be delivering an adequate supply of foundational goods and
services. In the UK, this requires tax funding and various forms of delivery for bringing adding
surge capacity to the NHS, sorting adult care, retro fit of housing, afforestation and many other
27
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good things including modest but meaningful investment in social infrastructure like public
parks and youth clubs.
On the income side, the UK priority could be recognising the primary importance of managing
housing costs and security of tenure. We cannot/ do not want to re-create the 1950s high
(male) wage economy, but the UK needs to move beyond the minimum wage to tackle zero
hours and begin to tackle guaranteed minimum income. The “to do” list here is shorter but
includes expensive individual items like building social housing or minimum income which
would both be expensive.
This kind of agenda would allow the political classes in Westminster government (and
devolved national administrations, city region mayors and local authorities at subsidiary
levels) to focus on what could and should be realistically and meaningfully delivered. But,
regrettably, this kind of transactional offer of foundational goodies would be no guarantee of
electoral success for Westminster Labour politicians who want a campaigning narrative which
delivers a majority at the next election.
The point is demonstrated by Westminster Labour’s defeat in the 2019 general election when
the electorate decisively rejected the party on the basis of a Labour manifesto which was
partly about foundational liveability. It promised responsible action on issues like building
social housing or afforestation; and offered a whole range of free services including
broadband and dental check-ups for all, bus travel for the under 25s and home care for the
elderly.
No doubt, the electorate was distracted and alienated by other (non-foundational) elements
in the manifesto. But responsible, progressive, transactional offers did not cut through in
2019. That may be a good reason for connecting the foundational offer to a narrative about
covenant; and foundational specifics would certainly help to give the language of covenant
the content it presently lacks.
But covenants between central state government and citizens add new problems. Because,
as soon as covenant begins to address specifics, we see how difficult it is to deliver on a
solemn promise by constructing anything like a durable social settlement. This can be
illustrated from the history of the 50s and 60s where the Labour transition of 1945-51 did not
lead to anything like a settlement when administrative and political vicissitudes led to shifts
on key policy issues like public purchase of land, health services or income maintenance.
Consider, for example, the toing and froing on what the social insurance technology of income
maintenances should provide. Beveridge in 1942 had proposed a flat rate, full subsistence
insurance benefit with a long lead into payment of full benefit. The Attlee government after
1945 offered more to the current generation of pensioners; the Tories in 1954
opportunistically acted on the Phillips Committee and removed the aim of raising benefit
levels over time.
Labour riposted in its 1959 manifesto with a National Superannuation Scheme which offered
graduated benefits under which all would retire on half pay and the low paid would retire on
two thirds pay. In a society where occupational pensions covered at most half the workforce,
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this should have been compellingly attractive. But the electorate in 1959 returned the Tories
under Harold Macmillan.
If many voters do not buy transactional offers, it is attractive to add no going back additions
as in the 2015 Ed Miliband stone pledges or in some more principled covenant promise. But
an ex-ante promise is not the same as a guarantee that will be honoured regardless of events
and first past the post outcomes. This kind of realism about the electoral game is immediately
sobering. But it can be the beginning not the end of political strategy, if we envisage a
different kind of electoral narrative grounded on performative and deliberative foundations.

11. Building narrative on a performative and deliberative basis
What if Westminster Labour, after making the paradigm shift to household economy,
recognised the limits of the rationalist approach of attracting electors by promising what it
will do and casting the promises in resonant language? What if Westminster Labour instead
tried persuading electors by performative demonstration and showing them what has already
been done? “Trust us to do more of what we have already done to deliver a future that works
for you”. That would have to be the slogan of any social democratic party that had shifted its
narrative electoral appeal onto a performative and deliberative basis.
Westminster Labour operates in a multi-level system where it cannot easily capture the
central state, but it is the established part of government at many subsidiary levels as in most
English city regions or in Wales. So, Labour has the possibility of showing what can be
delivered through prefigurative experiment where the party has majority control and the
possibility of mobilising civil society for foundational reform (as Labour is belatedly and
incompletely beginning to do in Wales). Where issues (like climate change) are too complex
for electoral politics, Labour at all levels should seek to involve electors through deliberative
mechanisms like citizens juries and assemblies.
From this point of view, central government initiatives (and even more so) leadership and
policy making in an opposition party HQ are then not as all important as they appear to be In
Westminster. Why not start right away with reorganising foundational services at local level
in the devolved nations and the city regions where Labour (still) has a franchise. Greater
Manchester’s decision to take back control of bus services is an example of local powers used
progressively for long term foundational benefits; but it is conspicuously not part of a
networked Labour strategy for all the city regions.
Of course, after austerity, there are massive resource constraints; and projects involving
capital expenditure are everywhere now complicated by the need to bring together funding
from different streams. But wherever we have a revenue dependent foundational service (like
adult home care or GP surgeries) it can be done better within existing budgets and without
massive capital expenditure. And doing things better is a way for government, not for profits
and SMEs to build alliances for change and start a movement where bottom up aims to
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connect with top down. When, as often is the case, we do not know what to do, let us admit
it and experiment to see how things work.
This learning from experiment approach needs to be combined with a new sophistication in
understanding the limits of romantic localism. Because in this new world everybody would
quickly learn to claim that they are doing prefigurative experiments from which great things
can be expected or are being delivered. Enthusiast claims are at present uncritically accepted
by left and right at senior levels in Westminster Labour without recognition that many local
romantics have a limited grip on levers and magnitudes so they over promise and under
deliver while missing major opportunities and underestimating risk.
Hence the need for realism about the limits of levers like public sector procurement and the
post code localism used in Preston and elsewhere to shift local authority contracts to firms
with local headquarters. Public purchasing is a strategic lever for care reform, but in most
other activities, public sector leverage is very limited and is not large enough to give any one
SME a sizable chunk of turnover. In Wales, the annual spend of all public authorities across all
categories on food and catering is £ £90 million divided between many categories; the larger
opportunity is supermarket listing of Welsh produce to meet Welsh household demand for
groceries which adds up to £3,000 million each year.
It is also important to understand the risks of strategies like local authority municipal trading
and to construct frameworks which can advise enthusiastic local authority councillors and
help them prevent expensive mistakes. Local authority trading which takes back outsourced
services, like waste disposal or highways maintenance, is a performative opportunity. But
Bristol and Nottingham councils were irresponsible when they moved into intermediary
trading in energy without adequate hedging in a volatile market.
A hard-headed approach to prefigurative experiment needs to be combined with a realisation
that representative democracy cannot deal with complex issues like climate change. Here we
urgently need new forms of deliberative democracy which would allow ordinary citizens to
make informed judgements and help with evidence-based decisions. This is the essential
antidote to manipulative top-down politics which invokes the tropes of fairness and plays on
fear. As in the last Australian Federal Election when the climate change deniers won with
slogans like “save our tradies’ utes”.
Without engaging citizens through assemblies, juries and the rest, it is impossible to address
the future of social care or the balance between preventive and curative health services, or
the management of climate emergency. The development of this kind of machinery and the
understanding of what it can and can't do is an urgent task which requires understanding that
deliberative democracy depends on two-way interaction between political classes and
citizens.
Much of the deliberative stuff has to be performed at local level as they are doing in the
Blaenau Gwent citizens assembly on climate change. In this case, the big question is what the
local council and the housing associations (which control 25% of the housing stock) can do/
will do in response to the assembly. If there is not some significant response, then this will
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only confirm the cynicism of those citizens who have seen previous consultations which
change nothing.

12. Through transition to transformation
This paper opened with a quote from the French architect Jean Phillipe Vassal. The
prefigurative initiatives recommended in the last section are in the spirit of Lacaton and
Vassal’s reinvigoration of architectural modernism as refurbishment with a considered
economy of means (not expensive demolitions or grand projects). The challenge in politics is
much the same and our only point of difference is about the way in which Vassal connects
this practice of intervention with transformation.
Prefigurative experiment is not an end in itself which can deliver transformation of the
household economy. Such experiment primarily demonstrates the constructive possibility of
transition in an electorally convincing way. This provides the basis which should in due course
allow the re-capture of the central state or the breakup of the central state so subsidiary levels
can gain greater powers.
This is crucial for two reasons. First, and most obviously, in a highly centralised state like the
UK, so many rules of the policy game are determined at central level; and this is especially so
with regard to spending limit, borrowing powers and tax raising. Second, and less obviously,
our research on Welsh reliance systems, like wood economy or food supply, has convinced us
that single point intervention cannot address the problems of complex systems which require
connected interventions that recognise the organisational specifics of ownership, business
models and consumption practices all along the chain of a reliance system.
If and when the central state is recaptured by social democracy, it may be possible to think of
continuing transformation. Because politics is the realm of uncertainty, no one can predict
how long recapture will take. Practically, elections are lost by governments as much as won
by oppositions. And politics as usual is irregularly disrupted by unplanned and unexpected
trajectory shifters like the 2008 financial crisis or the Covid 19 pandemic.
Meanwhile, the business of the political classes at all levels is to engage the specifics about
the organisation of the everyday and then work out how we can “do more and better with
what is already existing” in the household economy. Their obligation in office at every level is
performance and delivery which can give a new and relevant socio civic content to social
democracy.
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